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Abstract
Wind-tunnel experiments were conducted to investigate
tail-rotor performance for flight conditions in ground effect
where helicopter directional control deficiencies have been
experienced.Tail-rotor thrust was measuredon a small-scale
helicopter model for various wind speedsand azimuths.Measurementswere made with the fuselageand fm removedto
emphasizethe primary interferenceeffects of a main rotor in
ground effect.
For a main-rotor height/diameter ratio
hiD = 0.265, the largest thrust reductionsoccur when (i) the
tail rotor rotates in the direction where the top blade moves
forward, (ii) wind speedsare above 15 knots, and (ill) windazimuths are between 50° and 180°. Oppositerotation of the
tail rotor eliminatesmost of the adverseinterferenceeffectsof
the main rotor. Flow visualization with neutrally buoyant
helium bubbles revealeda small, well-defmedground vortex
core at moderateand high wind velocities.Interpretation of the
measureddata showedthat the ground vortex and trailing vortex systemsof the main-rotor flow field produced tail-rotor
thrust perturbations that are due to rotational and axial interferencewith the tail rotor.
Notation
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number of blades
blade chord, ft
rotor thrust coefficient, T/pl"S}2R4
main rotor diameter,ft
main rotor height aboveground, ft
radial distancefrom rotor center, ft
rotor radius
rotor thrust; tail-rotor thrust is positive in a counterclockwise direction around main rotor shaft, 100mB down on
model
TA tail rotor rotation direction wheretop blademovesaft
TF tail rotor rotation direction wheretop blademovesforward
V wind velocity or free-streamvelocity, knots
VT rotor-tip speed,ft/sec
.B wind azimuth angleor vehiclesideslipangle,positive nose
left, degrees(seeFig. 9)
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rotor-bladepitch angle,r/R ~ 0.75,del

p.
p
a
11

main rotor advanceratio, V/Rn
air density, siup/ft3
solidity, bc/I"R
rotor angularvelocity, rad/sec

Single-rotorhelicoptersgenerallyemploy a tail rotor for
torque reaction and directional control. The highly variable
aerodynamicenvironmentof the tail rotor often leadsto undesirabledirectional control characteristics,particularly for cro...
wind conditions1n ground effect. Recentexperiencewith these

~nted at the 30th AnnualNationalForumof the American
HelicopterSociety,May7-9,1974.

problems.,2 has stimulatedresearchto detenninethe causeof
reducedtail-rotor thrust to improve fundamentalknowledgeof
aerodynamicphenomenapeculiar to the main- and tail-rotor
system in ground effect.
Someof the earliestresearchby Amer and Gessow3provided analyticalmethodsfor predictingtail-rotor thrust for sideslip anglesup to 360° azimuth,includingvortex ring conditions.
However,the effects oftail-rotor/fm interferenceand the mainrotor wakein groundeffect werenot considered.A more recent
summaryof severalsignificant tail-rotoraerodynamic phenomena is givenby Lynn et al.4 Effects of tail-rotor/fm interference
including separationdistanceand tractor/puSherarrangements,

vortex-ring

conditions,airfoil section,disc loading,and tip

speedwere discussed.Only brief attention was given to tailrotor rotation direction andgroundeffect.
Huston and Morriss were the rust to clearly identify (in
tenns of its significancefor tail-rotor interference)the basic
recirculation vortex causedby a crosswindacting on the flow
field of a main rotor in ground effect. This horseshoe-shaped
"ground vortex" was found to strongly influence tail-rotor
thrust and power of a small-scale
model testedin a wind tunnel
in rearward flight, with .B= 180°. The ground vortex, initially
in front of the rotor for low velocities,wasforceddownstream
and into the region of the tail rotor as velocity increased.Tailrotor thrust reductionsoccurredwhen the vortex and the rotor
were coincident, and the rotational flow of the vortex reduced
the relativeangularvelocity of the tail-rotor blades.
Additional insight into many aspectsof tail-rotor performancewasgivenby Weisnerand Kohler6, againfor small-scale
wind-tunnel model tests. The effect of the ground vortex was
substantiatedfor (J= 180°, and its effect wasnoted for other
azimuths at higher velocities. A significant influence of the
main-rotor trailing vortex systemon the tail-f'otor thrust was
also found. The effectsof main-rotorheight, tail-rotor position,
rotation direction, tail-rotor/fin interference,and tractoJ'"pusher
arrangements
werealsoinvestigated.Most'recentlyYeageret aI.7
expandedthe work of Ref. 5 to investigatedifferent windazimuth conditions and the important effects of tail-rotor/fm
interference.
These small-scalemodel testsS-1 contributed greatly in
identifying conditions of reducedtail-rotor performanceand in
understanding the fundamental aerodynamic phenomena
involved. However, becauseof the complex flow-field interferenceand the larJenumberof systemparameteR,more experimental tests were needed.For example,Ref. 5 includesdata
for only one wind-azimUth'.B= 180°, one mam-rotor height,
hID = 0.355, and one tail-rotor rotation direction, TF. Reference 6 includesdata for a largebut incompletewind-azimuth
range,0° <.B < 270°, one tail-rotor pitch angle,B = 20°, only
high wind velocities, 20 and 35 knots, and two main-rotor
heiaht/diameterratios. hID = 0.3 and 1.0. Reference 7 presents

operate at full-scaletip speedsbut the rotor speedswere arbitrarily reducedto improve model reliability. The nomiJ,altip
speedswere 70% of the full-scalevalues(seeTable I), and the
tunnel velocitieswere reducedproportionately to maintain the
samemain-rotor advanceratio for the model and full-scaleconditions. Advanceratio varied from 0 to about 0.1. Maximum
tunnel velocity was reachedat an advanceratio of 0.05. and
higher advanceratios were attained by reducing thc rotor tip
speedsbelow thc nominal 70%values.The bulk of the testing
was carried out with the model at skid height (hID = 0.265),
but a few measurements
were made at hID = 0.493. At skid
height, the main-rotor-bladepitch anglewas sct at 5.830for all
velocities.This pitch anglerepresentsa full-scalerotor thrust of
9000 Ib, or ~ = 0.00442. At the higher advanceratios, the

data, usually including the effects of the fuselageand fin, for a
complete range of wind velocity and azimuth, both tail-rotor
rotation directions, and one main-rotor height/diameterratio,
hiD = 0.355. Most of the resultsfrom theseexperimentswere
obtained for a completehelicopter conrtgUrationthat included
a fuselageand tail fin. Since no complete seriesof tests was
conducted for a main- and tail-rotor alone, these results are
difficult to interpret with regardto the basicaerodynamicinterferencephenomenaof the main-and tail-rotor combination.
The present experimentswere designedto focus specifically on the fundamentalaerodynamicphenomena.Comprehensivemeasurements
of tail-rotor thrust weremadefor a complete
range of the basic system parameterssuch as wind velocity,
wind-azimuth,tail-rotor coltectivepitch, and tail-rotor rotation
direction. Measurements
were made only for the main- and tailrotor combination. l.e~ important effects of the fuselageand
tail fm were not considered.Flow visualizationstudiesof the
aerodynamic phenomenawere also carried out. The results
were intended to be sufficiently generalfor usein future validation of analytical modelsof the mai,n-and tail-rotor flow field.

thrust coeffICient increased slightly to CT

= 0.00523

at a veloc-

ity of 30.9 knots. Since the rme pitch variations required at
theselow speedscould not be madeaccurately,the smallvariations in rotor thrust wereaccepted.For hID = 0.493,therotor
pitch anglewasincreasedby 10to maintain approximatelythe
samerotor thrust.
Two tail-rotor rotation directions were used for testing
with the main rotor. The rotation direction is referredto as TF
or TA, dependingon whether the blade at the top of the tail
rotor disc movesforward toward the noseof the helicopter or
aft toward the tail, respectively.Only the standardAH-I G configuration of relative main- and tail-rotor position wastested,
although with the fuselageand fin removed,the tail-rotor disc
was positioned to coincide with the "fuselage" plane of
symmetry.

Model and Test Procedure

A 1/8-scalemodel of the AH-IG Cobra helicopter was
tested in the settling chamber of the USAAMRDL - Ames
Directorate7-by lo-Ft Wind-Tunnel.The principal model parameters and dimensionsare given in Table I. Sideand plan views
are shown in Fig. I. In order to simplify the model, teetering
hingesand cyclic pitch controls were not installed.The mainand tail-rotor bladeswere rigidly attached to their respective
hubs, except that pitch changescould be made manually by
looseningthe hub clamps.The lack of a teeteringhinge does
produceasymmetricrotor loading in forward flight; but at very
low advanceratios near hover,the asymmetryis not constdered
to be important. The fuselageand fm of themooel were used
for flow visualizationstudies,but wereremovedfor quantitative
testing.

Flow Visualization
Smoke and neutrally buoyant helium soapbubble flow
visualizationtechniqueswere usedto investigatethe main-rotor
and tail-rotor flow fields. Free-streamand rotor-tip velocities
were reducedto 20% of the full-scalevaluesto reducesmoke
and bubble dissipationand improvephotography.There were,
however,no noticeablechangesin the flow-field phenomenaat
these very low velocities and Reynolds numbers.The smoke
technique was adequate for observing large-scaleflow-field
behavior and was suitable for motion picture filming, but the
smoketechniquedid not revealrUtedetailsof the flow andwas
not adequate for still photography. The neutrally buoyant
helium bubble technique,using the SageAction, Inc., Model3
Bubble Generator,was very successful,however,and revealed
small details of the flow-f"leld.Still photographsof the bubbles
were easily obtained,but motion picture filming requiredcareful attention to detailsof lighting and exposure.

The model wasmounted on a 12- by 16-ft ground plane,
I ft above the floor of the wind-tunnel settling chamber.The
large size (3Q-ft high, 33-ft wide) of the settling chamberwas
sufficient to eliminate any perceptiblewind-tunnel wall effects
evenfor very low speedconditions.The model could be rotated
through the entire 3600 azimuth range. The tail rotor was
poweredby an electric motor driving a shaft through a straight
tubular cantileversupport.The tail-rotor and its support system
were mounted external to the fuselagein order to simplify the
drive train. This apparatuscould be positionedon either sideof
the model to avoid wake interferencewith the tail rotor for
certain azimuth angles.The generalarrangementof the model
installation in the wind tunnel is shownin Fig. 2. The height of
the model could be changedby raising the rotor supports as
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the fuselageand fin have also been
removedin this figure. The main and tail rotors were instrumented with strain gagesto measurethrust forces.The strain
gageoutput wasfiltered to eliminatehigh-frequencyturbulence
response,and thus the measurementsreflect only the steady
statetime-averaged
rotor forces.

A seriesof photographswith the helium bubblesshownin
Fig. 4 illustratesthe evolution of the main-rotor flow-field and
the ground vortex asthe free-streamvelocity increases
from 9.7
to 26.5 knots. At very low speeds,the rotor downwashextends
far upstreamof the rotor uno1it is overcomeby the free-stream
velocity and is sweptback down-streamto recirculatethrough
the rotor. The forward stagnationline betweenthe rotor downwash and the free-streamflow movesrearwardwith increasing
free-streamvelocity as the recirculationregionbecomessmaller
and the velocitiesmore intense.When the stagnationline nears
the leadingedgeof the rotor (at 19.9 knots), it becomesunstable, and the recirculatingflow, or groundvortex, tendsto oscillate betweentwo differentpositions.At V = 21.9 knots, the
structure of the ground vortex changesand a defmite vortex

Data were obtained for the completewind-azimuthrange.
Free-streamvelocities varied from 0 to 44 knots (all velocities
refer to full-scalevalues).The model was originally designedto
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Severalphotographsin Figs.7 and 8 graphicallyshowhow
the ground vortex core interactswith the tail rotor under certain critical crosswindconditions.Figure7 showsthe model positioned tail forward,j3= 180°,at V = 15 knots, a critical condition (rJrstidentified by Hustonand Morriss) wl1cnthe tail-rotor
rotation direction is the same as the ground vortex, i.e.,
TF rotation. Note that a comparisonwith Fig. 4b showsthat,
with the tail rotor operatingat high thrust, the ground vortex
movesdownstreamand is reducedin size.Figure 8a showsthe
model positioned in a 21.9 knots cr~wind of .B = 90°. Here,
the vortex core is ful1y developedand it impingesdirectly on
the fin and on the tail rotor. The core diameterappearsto be
enlarged due to unsteady flow, and the vortex oscillates
betweenthe leadingand trailing edgesof the fin. Figures8b and
8c show that a changein wind azimuth of 20° is sufficient to
preventdirect impingementof the vortex core on the tail rotor.
This is true even in Fig. 8c where an increasedspeed of
26.5 knots would tend to reduce the separation distance
betweenthe tail-rotor ~nd the groundvortex.

core begins to appear below the rotor leading edge. As the
free-streamvelocity increases,the core diameterbecomesvery
smalJand welldefmed. The approximateposition (basedon
visual estimation) of the ground vortex forward stagnationline
for variousfree-streamvelocitiesis shownin Fig. 5 (at the higher
speedsthe vortex core location is given). It is of particular
interest to note the azimuthposition wherethe vortex core and
the rotor perimetercoincide,becausethis also indicateswhere
the vortex will be in closeproximity to the tail rotor. Figure6 is
a crossplotshowingthe ground vortex stagnationpoint (at the
rotor centerline)as a function of free-streamvelocity. The discontinuity at 19.9knots is associatedwith the unstablevortex
position behaviorobservedduring the tests.
The weU-deimedcore structure of the ground vortex
o~rved during the present investigationwas not reported in
earlier work, and it is useful to note its basic characteristics,
(for hID = 0.265 and CT ~ 0.00442). Below 22 knots, the
ground vortex is characterizedby relatively diffuse circulatory
flow. At higherspeeds,the circulatory flow becamevery similar
to an jdeal potential vortex. The photographfor 24.3 knots in
Fig. 4 showsthe fully develoPedvortex core with a diameteron
tho order of th~ bubble size, i.e., about 1/4 to 1/2 in., at the
rotor centerline. The larpr apparent diameter is causedby
unsteady motion of the core during the 11econd~xpo~re
interval. Note that in this photographthe bubblesare injected
directly into the vortex core about two feet to the left of the
rotor centerline. The bubbles migrate laterally upstreamand
croa the main-rotorcenterlineto occupythe entire vortex core,
which extendsjust beyondeachsideof the rotor disc perimeter.
The bubblesoscillatelaterally within the vortex core and eventually exit from the core at either side and are swept downstream.Bubblesremain in the vortex core for up to 10 seconds
after bubbleirijection is stopped.At either sideof the rotor, the
vortex core exp~ds and becomesdiffu~, turbulent, and very

Test Results

A few experimentalresultsare presentedto illustnte the
generalthrust perfonnancechancteristicsof a tail rotor in the
presenceof a main rotor operating in ground effect at low
forward speeds.

First shown in Fig. 9 is tail-rotor thrust vemJsazimuthfor
a ~ries of tail-rotor pitch anglesfrom 0° to 18°, at a wind
velocity of 21.9 knots. Three separate configurations are
included: (i) the tail rotor alone (Fig.9a); (ii) the tail rotor
with the TF-rotation direction, together with the main rotor
(Fig. 9b); and (ill) the tail rotor with the TA-rotation direction,
together with the main rotor (Fig. 9c). Figure 9a, for the tail
rotor alone, sbowsthe basicthrust variationswhich occur when
a rotor experiences an angle-of-attackvariation from 0°
unsteady(just beyond the bubble injector, Fig.4e)..This
of 360°. The rotor is in axial flow in the normal working state
behaviorsugestsa tYpeof vortex burstingphenomenon.It may
(propellor)at ~ = 90° and in the vortex-ring state at 270°.
also be a region of transition betweenthe ground vortex and a
At ~ = 0° and 180°, the rotor is in edgewiseflow, i.e., as a
main-rotor trailing vortex system.Observationof bubblesbeing
lifting rotor. The laqest thrust reduction occurs for ~ ~ 90°
entrainedinto the vortex coresuggests
that the core may be the
becausethe wind increasesthe rotor inflow. In the vortex-ring
result of anaccumulationof bladetip vorticesdepositedaround
state,~ ~ 270°, silnifiCant unsteadyperturbationsoccur,which
the front of the rotor disc. The endsof the groundvortex core
contribute to difficulties in helicopter directional control. To
may be the points where the tip vorticesno longeraccumulate
indicate how the main-rotor flow field and the tail-rotor rotabut aresweptindividually downstream.
tion direction influence the tail-rotor thrust, Figs.9b and 9c
should be compared with Fi,. 9a. At 21.9knots, the ground
In previousinvestigationsS-7
of tail-rotor perfonnance,the
fully developedground vortex core structurewasnot observed, vortex core is well-developedand is clo~ to the tail rotor
when ~~ 90° or 270°. A large thrust reduction occursat hi&l1
presumablybecausesmoke and tuft grids were used for flow
pitch anglesfor TF-rotation when P ~ 90° or 270°, becauseof
visualization. The vortex core is nearly invisible with smoke
the ground vortex interference.A much smallerchangeoccurs
flow visualization, but it is clearly and easily ob~rved with
for the T A-rotation direction, which implies that the rotation
helium bubbles. Also no evidenceof vertical vorticesreported
direction is an important factor for tail-rotor thrust perforby Weisnerand Kohler" was found in the presentwork. The
mancein ground effect. However,the rotation effect is not the
helium bubble technique is especiallysuited to studiesof the
only interferenceeffect producedby the mainrotor. At low tailJfOundvortex becauseof the low-velocitycirculatory flows, and
rotor pitch angles,the main rotor signifiCantlyinfluencesthe
becausevelocitiestangent to the vortex core axis are very low.
tail-rotor thrtISt, but both rotation directionsproducevirtually
Therefore. bubblesentering the vortex core remain in a very
identical results. Finally, the thrust measurementsindirectly
localized region and clearly defme the vortex behavior.The
imply that the tail rotor it~lf influencesthe main rotor flow
ground vortex core was also found to be sensitiveto the presence of the fuselage. With the nose upwind, ~ . 0°,thefuselage field. This is su.ested in Fig. 9c by the azimuthalvariation of
su~tantial1y retarded the developmentof the small-diameter the point of minimum thrtISt as the tail-rotor pitch is chanaed.
The minimum thrust azimuth varies from 90° to 1100 as the
vortex core. Only a small effect was found for the tail upwind,
pitch anglevariesfrom ISo to 0°. This would be expectedif the
~ . 180°. And for the increasedmain-rotor height/diameter
ground vortex were inducedfurther downstream(seeFig. S) by
ratio, hID = 0.493, the ground vortex core was found only at
the tail-i'otor inflow.
highervelocitiesand farther below the rotor.
3

Figure 10 shows the variation of tail-rotor thrust with
free-streamvelocity for four azimuth angles"b'= 0°, 90°, 180°,
and 270°. Theseresults clearly show the effect of the ground
vortex on tail-rotor thrust asit movesdownstreamwith increasing velocity. For the headwindcondition,b'= 0° (Fig. lOa), the
ground vortex is not a factor, but there is a rotational flow
effect due to the partial immersionof the tail-rotor disc in the
slipstreamof the main rotor. Figure lOb showsagainthat, for
,b'= 180° and the TF-rotation direction, 15 knots is the critical
velocity. The TA-rotation showsa small favorableinterference
effect from the ground vortex. Figures 10c and 10d show the
crosswindconditions, and herethe variationsin tail-rotor thrust
are more pronounced.At {3= 90° (Fig. 10c), the free-strearn
velocity reduces the rotor thrust becau~ of the increased
inflow, but the ground vortex cau~s a significant additional
reduction at 22 knots. The vortex interferenceis only present
for a restricted velocity range,which implies that interference
effects occur only when the vortex is in clo~ proximity to the
tail rotor. An exception for zero pitch angle showsa thrust
reduction at high velocities that is not a function of rotation
direction. Figure IOd showstail-rotor thrust in the vortex-ring
condition, 13 = 170°. The thrust perturbations are correspondingly more complex; however,a reductionin thrust due to
the ground vortex does occur near 22 knots at high tail-rotor
pitch anglesand the TF-rotation direction.

vorticesthat are nonnally depositedin a continuousspiral pattern behind the rotor. However,in ground effect, the portions
of the spiral that aredepositedat the front of the rotor initially
moveupstreamof the rotor andrecirculatein thc groundvortcx.
At higher speeds,it appearsthat they accumulateto fonn the
well-defined core of the ground vortex. The portions of the
blade tip vorticesdepositedat the sidesand rear of the rotor are
swept downstreamin the nonnal malmer and fonn a trailing
vortex at each side of the rotor with interconnectinglateral
filaments. An undetennined aspect of this vortex fonnation
processis the point wherethe bladetip vortices"divide" to join
either the ground vortex or the main-ro~ortrailing vortex
system.This is an important point, becauseit detenninesthe
details of the trailing vortex configuration in the region where
the trailing vortex exerts its greatestinfluenceon ~hetail rotor.

The influence of increasedground clearanceof the main
rotor was evaluatedin a limited fashion (Fig. 11) for tJ= 90°.
Comparisonwth Fig. IOc showsclearly that the groundvortex
effect at high pitch anglesis completelyab~nt. Someinfluence
of the main rotor flow field are evident at the lower pitch
angles.however.

Rotational Interference.Consideran idealpotential vortex
that is parallel to the tail-rotor shaft (Fig. 13a) and inducesa
rotational flow in the samedirection as the tail-rotor rotation.
If the vortex is positioned outside the rotor perimeter.it will
increasethe relative blade rotational velocity and increasethe
rotor thrust. The thrust perturbation will increaseasthe vortex
movescloserto the rotor (whenthe vortex is nearor just within
rotor perimeter, the thrust perturbation will be sensi~iveto
assumptionsai;!outviscousvortex propertieslike coresize,etc.).
As the vortex approachesthe rotor center,the thrust is reduced
becausethe vortex rotation reducesthe relativeansularvelocity
of the blades.In summary.asthe vortex traversesthe rotor. the
thrust is first increasedand then decrea,edas the vortex
approachesthe center of ~herotor. If the vortex rotatesin a
direction oppositeto the rotor. generallyoppositethrust perturbations occur, althoughthe variation with p~tion will not be
identical. And finally, pure rotational interf~nce will cause
thrust perturbationsonly if the bladepitch angleis nonzero.

Tai1:RQtorNortex Interfe~nce
The secondstep in understandingthe main- and tail-rotor
aerodynamicphenomenais to determinewhetherthe measured
thrust perturbationsdue to the main rotor wake areconsistent
with the hypothesizedvortex model.Tail-rotor thrust perturbations causedby an adjacentvortex (such as the ground vortex
or the trailing vortices) can be divided into two types: rotational interferenceand axial interference.

Flow-Field Interpretationfrom Tail-Rotor
Throst Perturba~
Tail-rotor thmst perturbationsthat occur for a main- and
!all-rotor configuration operatingin a croawind and in ground
effect were discussedabove.Although the rudimentaryfeatures
of the associatedaerodynamicphenomenaare now known, a
better understandingWill be required before tail-rotor performance can be quantitatively determined or improved. The
thrust data and flow-visualizationobservationsreported herein
can be interpreted to help understandthese phenomena;the
processusedto gainthis insight is describedbelow.

Axial Interference.The secondba$ictype of thrust perturbation occurs if the vortex axis is perpendiculart() the rotor
shaft as shown in Fig. I3b. In this case,the velocity inducedby
the vortex in the axial direction with respectto the rotor (normal to the disc) will increaseor decreasethe rotor inflow, and
hence decreaseor increasethe rotor thrust. The sign of the
thrust perturbation depends()n the vortex rotation direction.
The thrust perturbation will become greater as the vortex
approachesthe edgeof the rotor disc, and then will diminish to
zero when the vortex coincideswith the rotor axis.Axial interferenceis not substantiallydependenton the rotor-bladepitch
angle,or the rotor rotation direction.

Flow-Field Model

A flow-field model is rmt hypothesized for a rotor in
ground effect at low forward velocities.The two main elements
of this flow model are the ground vortex and the rotor trailing
vortex system.The ground vortex systemcreatedby the recir.
culating rotor downwashhas.been directly identified by flow
visualizationbut the trailing vortex systemfor theseconditions
is implied only indirectly by perturbationsin tail-rotor thrust.
The two vortex systemsareshownschematicallyin Fig. 12. For
the presentmain- and tail-rotor conrlguration and main-rotor
height/diameterratio hID = 0.265, the ground vortex and the
rotor trailing vortex systemare below and abovethe tail-rotor
hub, respectively. The details of how this vortex system is
formed are not entirely clear, especiallywith respectto the
"connections" betweenthe ground and trailing vortex systems
(Levinsky and Strand8haveproposeda single,combinedvortex
model). Both systemsmust originate from the bladetrailing tip

The rotational and axial interferenceconditions are actually specialcasesof a more generaloblique rotor/vortex interference condition. The oblique interferencecondition will be
characterizedby a combination of both rotational and axial
interferenceeffects.
.4

resultsfor TF-and TA-rotation areshownseparatelyin Figs.14b
and 14c, respectively.Since the tail rotor is operatingat high
thrust, the main-rotor flow-field characteristicsare alsoslightly
different from thosein Fig. 14a.

Analysis of the Data

The ground and trailing vortex flow-field hypothesisand
the rotor/vortex interactions(describedabove)arenow usedto
study the tail-rotor thrust measurements.
Figure 14a showsthe
tail-rotor thrust at zero pitch anglevs wind azimuth for the
complete range of wind velocitiestested. Superpositionof the
isolated tail rotor and the TA- and TF-rotation, main-and tail.
rotor combinations clearly shows the influence of the mainrotor flow field and the tail-rotor rotation direction on the
tail-rotor thrust. The sequenceof curvesfor smallwind velocity
incrementsgivesa graphic picture or "mapping" of the mainrotor flow pattern and its developmentaswind speedincreases.
For zero bladepitch angle,only axial interferencethrust perturbations are expected;this is commned by the insensitivity of
the thrust perturbationsto tail-rotor rotation direction. Therefore, the thrust perturbation causedby the main-rotor can be
usedto qualitatively estimatethe axial(with respectto the tailrotor axis) velocity componentsof the main-rotor flow-field at
the tail-rotor location. Sincethe tail-rotor thrust is nearly zero
for zero pitch angle,the following observationsapply to the
undisturbedmain-rotor flow-field.

The results in Fig. 14b for TF-rotation generally show
large thrust reductions that are characteristicof adverserotational interference. The critical azimuth of about 1800 at
15 knots changes continuously to about 500 as velocity
increasesto 30 knots. This reflects the downstreammovement
of the ground vortex with increasingvelocity (Fig. 5). At very
low velocitiesthe thrust is reducedfor all azimuths.becallseof
rotational interferencecausedby partial immersionof the tailrotor disc in the adjacentmain-rotor slipstreamAt highervelocities. the ground vortex forms and createsthe thrust perturbation at (F) (perturbation(D) in Fig. 14a).
The strongestground vortex effect (F) occursat .B= 90°
for velocities of 20 to 24 knots. For theseconditions, rotational interferenceand axial interferenceof the ground vortex
combineto reducethe tail-rotor thrust. For .B = 270°, the positive axial interference(Fig. 14a) overcomesnegativerotational
interference at moderate and high velocities,(F). Compared
with Fig. 14a,however,the ground vortex thrust perturbations
peak at lower azimuthsbecausethe ground vortex is displaced
by interferenceof the thrusting tail-rotor.

For velocities below 17 knots (Fig. 14a) there are only
small tail-rotor thrust perturoations. Although the diffu~
ground vortex is coincident with the taU rotor at 1S knots, at
zero pitch angle its rotational flow does not influence the
thrust. The tail-rotor thrust perturoationsat (A) imply that the
flow approachingthe main rotor is induced toward the center
of the rotor (analogousto a potential sink), thus partly nullifying the lateral velocity component(V sin /3),experiencedby
the isolatedtail rotor.

The thrust perturbation of the trailing vortex (G) near

.B

= 60° appearsto mergewith the perturbation causedby the

ground vortex, (F). The negativethrust reduction due to rotational interference(for TF-rotation) of the trailing vortex above
the tail-rotor hub outweighsthe thrust increasefrom axial interference(Fig. 14a, (C», and yields'a net reduction in tail-rotor
thrust. For wind-azimuthsnear .B ~ 3 I S°, the trailing vortex
again reducesthe tail-rotor thrust (G) becauseof combined
thrust reductions from axial and rotational interference
(TF-rotation). Finally, one significant thrust perturbation (H)
remainsunexplained;it may result from a complex secondary
flow effect of the tail-rotor wake.

At higher velociti«, 22 to 30 knots, the ground vortex
movesbelow the main rotor. A significant thrust perturbation
(B) occurs, negativefor fJ= 900 and positive for fJ= 270°..
This is due to axial interferenceproduced by a downstream
inducedvelocity componentof the ground vortex and is to be
expected becausethe ground vortex is located below the tailrotor hub. The azimuth angleof the maximumthrust perturbation approaches90° and 270° as the ground vortex mov«
downstream.with increasingvelocity (Fig. 5). The main-rotor
trailing vortices apparentlyproducethe thrust perturbationsat
(C), increasing the thrust at fJ= 4SO and decreasingit at
fJ= 315°. This is due to an axial interferencevelocity component of the trailing vortices positioned above the tail-rotor
hub for these azimuths.Their influence diminishesasvelocity
decreases,
sincetrailing vortices would not be expectedto form
in ground effect at very low speeds.At 20 to 22 knots, a thrust
perturbation (D) can be observedfor which there is no satisfactory explanation.And, finally, a small increasein thrust (E) at
the downstreampoint of the main-rotor,fJ= 360°,is produced
by the wakeswirl reactionto the main-rotor torque.

Figure 14e shows the effect of the main-rotor flow on
taiI-rotor thrust for TA-rotation. As noted above,and also in
earlier work, this rotation direction nearly eliminates the
adve~ effect of the main-rotor flow field. This is due to the
favorablerotational interferenceeffect of the groundvortex on
the tail rotor. This is alsotrue for rotational in terferenceof the
trailing vortices for the present tail-rotor confIgUration.The
TA-rotation direction doesnot completelyeliminatethe adve~
taiI-rotor thrust perturbation, however,becauseaxial interferenceof the ground and trailing vorticescan also reducethrust.
Beginning at the low wind velocities in Fig. 14c, the
increasein thrust due to rotational interferencefor T A-rotation
evident at (I) is opposite the effect of TF-rotation at (F) in
Fig. 14b. As the ground vortex movesunder the main rotor at
higher velocities, the largest thrust perturbations occur near
~ = 90° or 270°. In region (I) for ~ = 90°, the adverse
axial
interferenceoutweighsthe favorablerotation interference.The
net thrust reduction is not large,however.The two interference
effects areboth positiveat ~ = 270°, and the tail-rotor thrust is
increased.Finally, the trailing vortex effect at high velocities(J)
increasesthe thrust at both ~ = 45° and 330°, sincethe rotational interference outweighs the adverseaxial interference

Figures 14b and 14c show similar results for a tail-rotor
pitch angleof I go. Sincerotational interferenceeffectsareproduced for positive pitch, different thmst perturbations are
found for the two tail-rotor rotation directions.Therefore,the
-For this dmcussion, it will be useful to consider the free-stream
velocity vector and the vortex systems to be fIXed in space. The
azimuth angle of the tail rotor, m~
counterclockwise
from the downstream position (Fig. 12), is then equal to the
wind-azimuth angle (3.

near

$

~= 330°.

7. Flow visualizationand tail-rotor thrust measllrements
both showedthat the tail-rotor cansignificantlyalter th~ mainrotor flow field.

ConcludingRemarks
The tail-rotor thrust perfonnance characteristicsof a
small-scalehelicopter model tested in a wind tunnel in ground
effect generally agreedwith the fmdings of earlier investiga~
tions; however,additional details are availablefrom the present
tests. The fiow-visuallzationinvestigationsrevealedsignificant
additional details of the ground vortex not reported by earlier
investigators.Specificfindingsarelisted asfollows;
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Table 1. Model Parameters

Numberof blades
Diameter,ft
Chord, ft
Solidity
Bladeroot cutout, percent
Bladetwist, del
Airfoil

Rotor-tip speed (100% rpm)
fi/sec

Precone,del

746
2.5

736
0

Fig. 2 Model installation in settling chamber of AMRDL-Ames
7- by 100ft wind tunnel.
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Fig. I AH-IG Cob@ 1/8-scaleWind-tunnel model, side and plan
views, R = 2.75 ft.
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Fig. 5 Approximateposition of groundvortex forward stagnation
line, top view of groundplane,hID = 0.265.
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b)P-l.1(f

c) .6= 70°, V = 26.5 knots
Fig. 8 Relativelocation of groundvortex and tail rotor,
hiD = 0.265,V = 21.9knots, tail-rotor pitch
angle18°.

Fig. 7 Relativelocation of groundvortex and tail rotor,
hiD = 0.265,P = ISOO,V = 15.0knots, tail-rotor
pitch angleISo.
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